Lymphokine-like activity of 8-mercaptoguanosine: induction of T and B cell differentiation.
Lymphocyte proliferation and differentiation result from ordered cellular interactions governed by soluble products (lymphokines). Dissecting the individual steps in these processes has been difficult, due to a paucity of pure lymphokines. Recently, it was reported that the derivatized ribonucleoside 8-mercaptoguanosine (8MGuo) has both mitogenic and differentiative effects on murine B cells. In the present studies, we tested 8MGuo for its ability to stimulate both B and T cell responses. In contrast to the murine studies, 8MGuo does not stimulate rat B cells to proliferate and, when tested for B cell growth factor-like activity, no stimulation was observed. The addition of 8MGuo (0.5 to 1 mM final concentration) to mitogen-stimulated B cells led to a marked increase in IgM and a modest increase in IgG secretion. When mixed with conditioned medium, 8MGuo acted synergistically in stimulating secretion of both isotypes, arguing that 8MGuo has both B cell-differentiating factor-mu (BCDF-mu) and BCDF-gamma activity. 8MGuo had no IL 2-like activity when tested on a mouse IL 2-dependent cell line, and no IL 1-like activity on addition to mouse thymocytes with or without submitogenic doses of lectin. However, when added to cultures of murine allogeneic cells in which the stimulating cell populations had been heat-inactivated, 8MGuo induced the generation of specific allogeneic cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Together, these results suggest that a simple derivatized nucleoside can induce both T and B cell differentiation without concomitant proliferation, and thus represent a unique probe for studying events in lymphocyte differentiation.